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Seeking an environmentally friendly natural rig wash solution? We have your answer.  

Introducing ECO Citrus Rig Wash from DSI Ventures, Inc. 

 
ECO CITRUS RIG WASH is a biodegradable cleaner based on citrus oils.  Excellent as an rig 
equipment degreaser, parts wash solvent or floor wash, ECO Citrus Rig Wash removes rust, wax, 
asphalt, and tar, oil, grease or dirt.  ECO Citrus Rig Wash may be used on all metal and other 
hard surfaces (painted or unpainted).  
 
ECO Citrus Rig Wash is used on drilling rigs, automotive and truck repair centers and any surface 
with an accumulation of grease, dirt, rust or oil. 
 

ECO CITRUS RIG WASH is highly biodegradable and rapidly penetrates and emulsifies 
greasy, oily and grimy soils. It can be easily rinsed with water.  It provides outstanding cleaning 

power while minimizing adverse environmental impact.  
 
Made from a blend of natural citrus oils and , ECO Citrus Rig Wash are stable during use, yet 
break down easily in case of accidental spill to the environment. 
 
ECO Citrus Rig Wash is available in 5, 55 and 275 gallon containers. 
 
DSI Ventures is committed to assisting you in finding the environmentally friendly solution you’re 
seeking along with ultimate equipment protection. Contact us today for a free, no obligation      
consultation.   

Copyright © 2010 DSI Ventures, Inc. All rights reserved.  

DSI makes no representations regarding the suitability of any product for a given application. Warranties are limited to product characteristics only. 

ECOECO--FRIENDLY BENEFITSFRIENDLY BENEFITS  
 

 Cleans tar, grease, dirt, oil from metal, concrete and other surfaces 

 No  Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP) 

 Protects the Environment as You Clean  

 Wide Temperature Range for Applications  

 Highly Biodegradable  

 Caustic and Abrasion Free 

 Your Complete Source for Biodegradable LubricantsYour Complete Source for Biodegradable Lubricants 

APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS  
  

  Tanks and Pipes in                    Tanks and Pipes in                    

environmentally      environmentally      

sensitive areassensitive areas  

  Drilling RigsDrilling Rigs  

  ForestryForestry  

  Applications near Applications near 

inland lakesinland lakes  

 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS            
Viscosity, cSt @ 40°  C  ……………………………………    1.8 

Color:  ……………..…….…….………………….          Colorless 

Specific Gravity……………..…….…….…………………...    .86 

Biodegradability ……………………………………………..  >60% 

Additional technical information available on request 


